Users react differently to non-relevant and relevant tags associated with content. These spontaneous reactions can be used for labeling large multimedia databases. We present a method to assess tag relevance to images using the nonverbal bodily responses, namely, electroencephalogram (EEG), facial expressions, and eye gaze. We conducted experiments in which 28 images were shown to 28 subjects once with correct and another time with incorrect tags. The goal of our system is to detect the responses to non-relevant tags and consequently filter them out. Therefore, we trained classifiers to detect the tag relevance from bodily responses. We evaluated the performance of our system using a subject independent approach. The precision at top 5% and top 10% detections were calculated and results of different modalities and different classifiers were compared. The results show that eye gaze outperforms the other modalities in tag relevance detection both overall and for top ranked results.
INTRODUCTION
We are witnessing a rapid growth in the number of images and videos captured by users. The proliferation of handheld devices with built-in cameras is the main contributor of this rapid growth. This rapidly growing content is in need of effective indexing to be browsable and reusable. Tags are any form of metadata that can be used to index multimedia content to facilitate its finding and re-finding. In contrast to classic tagging schemes where the users' direct input is mandatory, human-centered implicit tagging was proposed [9] to gather tags and annotations without any effort from Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. MM '13 users. The main idea behind this passive tagging strategy is to use users' spontaneous reactions to a given content to identify tags. The resulting tags are called "implicit" since there is no need for users' direct input, and reactions to multimedia are displayed spontaneously [9] .
Implicit tagging has recently attracted attention of the research community [13] . Implicit tagging has been used for image annotation, video highlight detection, topical relevance detection and retrieval result re-ranking. The existing literature can be divided into two categories, one dealing with using emotional reactions to tag the content with the expressed emotion, e.g., laughter detection for hilarity [10] , and the second group of studies using the spontaneous reactions for information retrieval or search results, e.g., eye gaze for relevance feedback [4] .
Users respond differently to the expected (i.e. relevant) and mismatching (i.e. non-relevant) tags. Koelstra et al. [6] found significant differences between N400 Evoked Related Potential (ERP) in Electroencephalogram responses between relevant and non-relevant tags displayed on short videos. Facial expression and eye gaze were used to detect users' agreement or disagreement with the displayed tags on images [5, 12] . The results showed that not all the subjects in the experiment were expressing their agreement or disagreement on their faces and their eye gaze were more informative for agreement assessment. Eye gaze responses have been also used to detect interest for image annotation [3] , relevance judgment [11] , interactive video search [16] , and search personalization [1] .
Refined Tags
Figure 1: In our implicit tagging scenario, the information sensed from different sensors can be used to refine a set of tags assigned to images.
We propose a tag relevance assessment method to detect users' agreement with the displayed tag with a given content, i.e., images. Such a system can be used to filter out non-relevant tags from a noisy set of tags. Tags that are detected by an imperfect content based tagging system or user generated tags often contain non-relevant tags which are in-correctly assigned to content. In our proposed method, by sensing the non-verbal behavioral response of a user, our system will be able to better identify the non-relevant tags and discard them. We studied the performance of a multimodal approach using three different modalities: EEG, facial expressions and eye gaze. A schematic representation of our proposed method is shown in Figure 1. 
APPARATUS AND DATA COLLECTION
The experimental data was collected from 28 healthy volunteers, comprising 12 male and 16 female between 19 to 40 years old. The subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision. The eye gaze response was collected at 60 Hz using a Tobii X120 Eye gaze tracker 1 . The experiment was controlled by the Tobii studio software. EEG signals were recorded from 32 active electrodes on 10-20 international system using a Biosemi Active II system. The frontal facial video was captured using an Allied Vision Stingray F-046B monochrome camera with the resolution of 780 × 580 pixels at 60 frames per second. The experiments were conducted in a room with controlled temperature and illumination. The synchronization method, hardware setup and the database details are given in [12] . MAHNOB-HCI is a publicly available database for multimedia implicit tagging 2 . During the experiment, 28 images depicting human actions (e.g. handshake) were subsequently shown on their own and accompanied by a word tag that is either relevant or non-relevant to the shown action. Images were downloaded from Flickr 3 and were cropped and resized to 1280×695 pixels to be displayed on a display size of 51.9 × 32.45cm with a resolution of 1280 × 800 pixels. The space under and above the image was filled with black pixels. The tags were overlaid under the image (see Figure 2 ). For each image a correct and an incorrect tag was displayed in the total of 54 trials in random order. For each trial, the following procedure was taken. First, the untagged images were displayed for 5 seconds. This allowed the subject to get to know the content of the image. Second, the same image was displayed with a tag for 5 seconds. The subjects' behavior in this period contained their reaction to the displayed tag. Third, a question was displayed on the screen to ask whether the subject agreed with the suggested tag. Agreement or disagreement was expressed by pressing a green button for relevance or a red button for non-relevance feedback, respectively. The length of each trial was about 11 seconds. In this study, the trials in which the subjects' responses contradict the true tag relevance were discarded as confusing examples, e.g., a trial in which a subject agreed with a non-relevant tag was discarded.
DATA ANALYSIS

Analysis of Eye Gaze
A set of features is extracted from the different signals provided by the eye gaze tracker. These signals include gaze fixation, pupil dilation, scan path and eye gaze coordinates. Gaze fixations are the coordinates of the points on the display on which the eye gaze stayed fixed for a certain period of time. Each fixation is composed of its duration as well as the two-dimensional coordinates of the projection of the eye gaze on the screen. An example of an eye gaze pattern and fixation points on an image is shown in Figure 2 . The scan path is the eye gaze trajectory in transition from one fixation to another. The image zone and the tag zone were defined on the screen based on the way the images were positioned on the display and the image size, which was constant. The features extracted from eye gaze are listed in Table 1 . 
Analysis of EEG
EEG signals were originally recorded with a 1024Hz sampling rate. The unwanted artifacts, trend and noise were reduced prior to extracting the features from EEG data by pre-processing the signals. Biosemi active electrodes record EEG signals referenced to common mode sense electrode (CMS) as a part of its feedback loop. In order to gain the full common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) at 50Hz, EEG signals should be re-referenced to another reference. EEG signals were thus re-referenced to the average reference to maximize signal to noise ratio. EEG drift was removed by subtracting the moving averaged signal with a 5 seconds window. The noise reduction was done by applying a lowpass filter with the cut-off frequency of 10Hz, since the ERP responses are low frequency [7] .
We expected the ERP responses to appear in 400ms to 600ms after showing the tag. Therefore, the EEG signals of the one second period after displaying overlaid tags under the images were downsampled 16 times and used as features. As a result, we had 32 × 16 = 512 features for every trial. 
Analysis of facial expressions
An active appearance model face tracker was employed to track 40 points [8] (see Figure 3) . The facial points were extracted after registering the face to a normalized face and correcting the head pose. A reference point was generated by averaging the inner corners of eyes and points on the subjects' nose which assumed to be static. The distances of 33 point including eyebrows, eyes, lip and iris to the reference point were calculated and averaged to be used as features.
Classification
For this study, we conducted subject independent tag relevance detection. In this subject independent approach, we perform a leave-one-subject-out cross-validation, i.e. all trials of one subject are used for testing and all trials of the remaining subjects are used for training. This is repeated until each subject has been used for testing.
We used a Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) [15] , a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [2] and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) as classifiers. Both, the RVM and SVM are linear classifiers in the kernel space. The kernel space is defined by the training dataset and only a sparse subset is used for classification, the so called Relevance Vectors or Support Vectors. However, their optimization technique is different: the SVM formulates the problem within a max margin framework, i.e., the algorithm maximizes the margin around the hyperplane that discriminates between the classes. The RVM formulation is fully probabilistic, i.e., it defines a model fitting probability for the training data and a prior over the model parameters. The algorithm then proceeds by optimizing the posterior probability of the parameters given the data.
For RVM and SVM, we use a Gaussian radial basis function kernel with length scale parameter γ. Additionally, the SVM has the soft-margin cost parameter C. Both parameters are optimized within each cross-validation fold by a grid-search. We first calculate the mean value m of the pairwise kernel functions between all training data points and then start the grid-search within the interval [m/2; 2m] for γ and [1; 10] for C. The interval is searched with a logarithmic step size and it is extended if the optimal value is found at the border. The classifier is evaluated for each of the steps by a 2-fold cross-validation.
The LDA classifier is applied after reducing the dimensionality of features using a Principal Component Analysis and preserving 95% of the energy.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The goal of our proposed method is to filter out nonrelevant tags. Therefore, we report the precision of the top 5% and 10% samples detected as non-relevant in Table 2 . From the precision @5% and @10% SVM has a slight advantage for eye gaze and LDA for the other modalities. Facial expression analysis do not yield very convincing results. This can be due to the very subtle responses which were also highly varying between subjects. EEG signals have also a strong person specific component and ERP responses are not easily extractable from one trial. If we want to take advantage of EEG for such methods, the tag will have to be flashed for multiple times in order to get a sufficient level of signal to noise ratio. Eye gaze results are significantly better than the other modalities. Thus, after fusion of these modalities at decision level we could not achieve any better performance than the best single modality. Precision and recall curves of the best modality, eye gaze, is shown in Figure 4 . The precision and recall results were calculated in each iteration of cross validation and then averaged to present the general performance of the system. Looking at the precision and recall curves, SVM performs the best to detect the top ranked non-relevant results and therefor is a good candidate for a filtering system that removes the top ranked non-relevant tags.
We examined the correlation between the labels and the different eye gaze features as indicators for their relevance. The fixation time in the tag zone was in average longer for non-relevant tags which means the participants spent more time looking at the labels. The vertical position of the eye gaze was more towards the bottom of the screen for nonrelevant tags which is as a result of spending more time in the tag zone.
To compare our system to the previously published results, we calculated the classification rate and F1 scores. The best subject independent classification rate was obtained using only eye gaze whose classification rate is 59.5% with the average F1 score of 0.59. This is superior to the average subject dependent results reported in [5, 12, 14] and in the same line with the subject dependent results reported in [3] using eye gaze, the best F1 score reported was 0.6. It is worth noting that a subject independent approach is more useful in practice due to the higher chance of generalizing over a population.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a method based for filtering non-relevant tags on images. We obtained promising results and our find- ings can pave the way for the future studies on this topic with possibly larger data collections. Although the overall detection rate is far from ideal, our system is able to detect more accurately the top ranked non-relevant results. This enables us to filter out non-relevant tags with a high confidence. We can repeat this with more than one subject to filter out more of the noisy and incorrect tags with higher confidence. Studying three different modalities, EEG, facial expressions and eye gaze, we found that eye gaze was the most informative and generalizable channel of information for such applications. Given the conclusions, the future studies can focus on collecting and analyzing larger datasets from the most informative modality, i.e., eye gaze.
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